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Abstract t During the period from November 13, 1950, to January 29, 1951, 
work on Project 6761 — the applioation of a d ig i ta l oomputer 
to underground o i l reservoir problems -~ was directed towards 
gaining familiarity with the problems and *;he work which has 
been done elsewhere. Since that time, active programming of 
a particular simplified version of the problem has been under
way and wi l l be ready for t r i a l runs on Whirlwind I in the 
near future• 

The weeks from November 18, 1950 to January 29, 1961, were 
spent in further investigation of the available l iterature. Most of 
thic consisted of reports by Prof. J. von Neumann and by Dr. D. Shreve, 
the reports having been made available by Mr. T. V. Hoore of the 
Standard Oil Development Company, through Dr» P. S. Williams, director 
of the Carter Oil Company Research Laboratory. Through Mr. Koore and 
Dr. Williams, arrangements were made for a v i s i t to the Carter Lab. to 
disouss the detai ls of the work being done by the group under Dr. W. A. Bruce. 
During th i s period, a l so , Forrester, Everett, Adams and Porter had an in
formal conference with Prof. W. K. Lewis about the general scope cf the 
problem. 

During the week of January 29 - February 2, 1951, C. Adams and 
J. Porter vis i ted the Carter Oil Research Lab. in Tulsa in an attempt 
to determine the precise nature of the o i l reservoir depletion problem 
being studied there* This problem consists largely in the determination 
of the variations in the pressure distribution, the saturation d i s t r i 
bution, and the gas-oil rat io of an underground o i l reservoir accompany
ing the production of a prescribed amount of o i l at specified l e v e l s . 
The problem as defined, with only the most essential approximations, 
by D. Shreve of the Carter Lab. i s very complex; the Carter people 
themselves have not yet devised a stable numerical method of solution 
for i t . However, a simplified version of the problem i s being attempted 
numerically by Dr. Shreve and his associates on desk computers. This 
version requires about 4 man days (with duplicate checking) to compute 
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one time step* and one complete solution (corresponding to one set 
of initial conditions) will involve computing perhaps a few hundred such 
time steps• It was agreed that we would program this version of the 
problem; and that the Carter people would supply typical data* regarding 
us as consultants (unpaid) in dealing with any confidential information. 

However* even in the simplified approach the problem requires 
a oonsiderable amount of internal data storage and will not fit easily 
into 256 registers. Our present plan is to break each time atep in the 
solution into five parts and to read the program for each part into 
storage as needed* When more storage becor.es available the number of 
tapes will of oouree be reduced. In the meantime we hope to acquire 
sufficient experience to determine whether our present 16-binary-digit 
register length* equivalent to about 4& decimal digits, is adequate. 

The calculations themselves break down very conveniently into 
five parts. The first two parts involve extrapolation over half of a 
time step. The next two oarry the extrapolation to the end of the time 
step. The fifth part is concerned mainly with typing or punching out 
the results desired. A program has been written for the first part. 
In writing a program for the seoond part* Porter has encountered certain 
discrepancies in the sample data supplied by Or. Shreve. We have 
written to him,- and we expect that his reply will clear up these difficul
ties. In the meantime we shall continue to program* neglecting these 
questionable parts. 

Signed 

Porter 

Signed 

C. W. Adams 
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